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Today's short note is brought to you by "Don't Do That On Production!" At CF Webtools
often times we get called in to help troubleshoot servers that are failing to perform
well. We often hear the same sort of symptoms that goes like this. The server has been
running fine for months then suddenly for no reason it's slow, CPU usage is high, and it
hangs or crashes multiple times per day. This always prompts us to ask the same
question. "What was changed just before these symptoms started?" And the answer is
usually "Nothing was changed (as far as they knew)". In all reality the person we're
talking to may not the be only person with access to make changes to the server. Or
they may not in fact have access at all and they are relying on information provided to
them by an IT team member. We take notes, assume nothing, and question everything
(on the server).
We had this scenario play out a few times in the past few weeks with three servers
from three different companies. The reason I'm writing this note is the same problem
occurred on each server. The short answer is someone enabled ColdFusion Debugging
on the production server. ColdFusion is a very powerful rapid development platform,
but it has a few gotchas if you are not careful. Such as enabling debugging on a
production server. Debugging output provides a massive amount of information and for
obvious security reasons we never want this enabled on a production server. Yes, I
know you can restrict debugging output to a certain IP address, but that does not
prevent the debugging output from being generated. It's just not displayed. The
generation of debugging output takes more CPU power and at times more JVM
memory. On a low load web application you may not notice a difference. However, on
a high load, high traffic production web application the extra resources needed to
generate the debugging output may in fact cause all those symptoms described above.
In each of the cases we saw these past few weeks, we were reviewing the servers
settings, looking at the results of Fusion Reactor, and reviewing ColdFusion settings.
On the first server we almost missed the fact that debugging was enabled. By the time
we were troubleshooting the third server with similar symptoms we were checking to
see if debugging was enabled before we did anything else. Disabling debugging
resolved the bulk of the performance issues. We then used this time to review each
server and offered additional performance tuning recommendations based on each
servers resources and application needs.
This falls into the category of "Don't Do That On Production!" Please leave debugging to
your development and staging servers.
CF Webtools is here to fill your needs and solve your problems. If you have a
perplexing issue with ColdFusion servers, code, connections, or if you need help
upgrading your VM or patching your server (or anything else) our operations group is
standing by 24/7 - give us a call at 402-408-3733, or send a note to operations @
cfwebtools.com.

